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Abstract The viruses primarily associated with shellfish-

borne illness are norovirus, causing gastroenteritis and

hepatitis A virus (HAV). Recent years have seen a prolifer-

ation of publications on methods for detection of these

viruses in shellfish using polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

However, currently no standard harmonised procedures have

been published. Standardisation is necessary before virus

methods can be considered for adoption within a regulatory

framework. A European standardisation working group is

developing a two-part (quantitative and qualitative) standard

method for virus detection in foodstuffs, including shellfish,

which has the potential to be incorporated into EU legislation

as a reference method. This article describes the develop-

ment of the standard method and outlines the key method-

ology principles adopted, the controls and other quality

assurance measures supporting the method and future nec-

essary developments in the area.
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Introduction

Contamination of bivalve shellfish with norovirus (causing

gastroenteritis) and hepatitis A virus (HAV) is recognised as

the major human health risk associated with consumption of

faecally contaminated bivalve molluscs (Lees 2000). Viru-

ses are accumulated by bivalve molluscs during normal fil-

ter-feeding activity following faecal pollution of their

production areas. The consumption of many bivalves either

raw (e.g. oysters) or lightly cooked (e.g. mussels and clams),

and the consumption of the whole animal including the

digestive parts which contain the bulk of contaminants,

accentuates the risks. Many outbreaks of illness following

bivalve shellfish consumption have been reported (Lees

2000; Bosch et al. 2001; Doyle et al. 2004; Simmons et al.

2007; Le Guyader et al. 2008; Lowther et al. 2010; Westrell

et al. 2010). The majority of incidents are of a gastro-enteric

nature and are caused by norovirus. Outbreaks caused by

HAV are reported less frequently, but the hepatitic disease

caused is more severe. High risk factors are cold weather

(low seawater temperatures), high prevalence of norovirus

gastroenteritis or hepatitis in the community and high rainfall

(leading to sewage system overflows) (Keaveney et al. 2009;

Westrell et al. 2010). It is likely that the recognised outbreaks

represent only a small part of the true burden of illness in

most countries (Wheeler et al. 1999; Potasman et al. 2002).

In Europe faecal contamination risk management strat-

egies for bivalve molluscs rely heavily on the use of E. coli

as an indicator of faecal pollution in production areas (EU

Regulation 854/2004, Anon 2004a). This approach gener-

ally successfully protects the shellfish consumer from

infection with sewage derived bacterial pathogens (Lees

2000) but is more problematical for control of the virus

risk. Particular problems are the greater robustness of

viruses in the environment, and the different behaviour

within bivalve molluscs, compared with bacterial faecal

indicators. Frequently in reported outbreaks shellfish are

extracted from officially classified waters, are depurated (if

necessary) in approved plants in compliance with require-

ments and are processed in approved establishments.
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End-product testing will show products to be in compliance

with the regulatory E. coli standard (Lowther et al. 2010).

These problems have focussed attention on the need for

development of methods for direct detection in bivalve

molluscs of the viruses causing illness. Over the last decade

considerable progress has been made on detection methods

for norovirus and HAV in molluscan shellfish (Lees 2000;

Jothikumar et al. 2005; Loisy et al. 2005; Costafreda et al.

2006). All methods currently proposed are based on

detection of virus genome using the polymerase chain

reaction (PCR). However, a major factor limiting the more

formal uptake of virus testing into regulatory requirements

is the current absence of any standard and/or validated

methods worldwide and the general absence of the accep-

ted quality assurance framework in place for food testing.

Virus testing is currently not incorporated as an element of

regulatory controls within, for example, either the major

EU or USA markets. However, EU Regulations do foresee

the potential adoption of virus controls when the methods

are available for use (Anon 2004a, 2005). This article

describes the activities of a working group of expert

European laboratories towards the development of a stan-

dard method for detection of human pathogenic viruses in

molluscan shellfish and other food commodities. It is

anticipated that should EU Regulations adopt a virus

standard in the future then the CEN standard method will

be specified as the reference method. Other methods could

be employed but would need to be shown to give equiva-

lent performance through comprehensive validation studies

conducted in accordance with internationally accepted

protocols (ISO 16140:2003).

Method Standardisation in Europe

In 2004 the European Committee on Standardisation

(CEN) tasked a technical advisory group (TAG) chaired by

this laboratory with the development of a standard method

for detection of norovirus and HAV in foodstuffs (includ-

ing bivalve shellfish). The TAG has been fortunate to have

had active participation and collaboration from a number of

highly experienced European laboratories who have all

contributed to the methodology choices described. The

developing standard method has been underpinned by a

number of research projects, particularly on bivalve shell-

fish, which have contributed methodology developments.

Various stages of the developing method have been eval-

uated through practical inter-laboratory comparisons within

the TAG generally organised by this laboratory. Part one of

the standard method (quantitative) was launched in 2009

for formal technical comment by CEN member countries

with the second part (qualitative) following in 2010. This

article describes the development of the standard and

describes key methodological aspects. Publication of the

standard by CEN is expected in 2012. It should be noted

that the standard method covers a range of at risk food

commodities including salad crops, food surfaces, soft

fruits, bottled water and molluscan shellfish. This article

focusses on molluscan shellfish; however, many procedural

aspects are common to all food commodities since the

standard was elaborated according to the CEN policy for

horizontal methods wherever possible.

Key Method Principles

Methods employing the PCR for the detection of viruses in

shellfish have been published since the mid 1990s (Lees

2000), and there are now numerous published references

from laboratories worldwide (Boxman et al. 2006; Loisy

et al. 2005; Nishida et al. 2003; Shieh et al. 2000). It is

important to note that all published methods with demon-

strable ability to detect viruses in bivalve shellfish or other

foods have utilised PCR. This is because methods based on

other detection systems available for clinical diagnostic

samples (e.g. current ELISA methods) have not been

demonstrated to have adequate performance (sensitivity)

for environmentally contaminated samples such as bivalve

shellfish or other foods. Hence the standard method was

based on detection of viruses in foods using PCR. The

European Community Reference Laboratory (CRL) orga-

nises international proficiency testing (PT) for detection of

viruses in bivalve molluscs. To date all participants in this

PT have employed various variants of PCR methods.

However, the variable performance experienced in PT

suggests that not all methods give equivalent performance

(see reports on www.crlcefas.org). Bivalve molluscs pres-

ent a challenging matrix and methods need to be capable of

extracting low levels of contaminating virus and presenting

them in a non-inhibitory extract to a sensitive PCR assay.

These considerations underpinned the methodological

choices described below. Important aspects were perfor-

mance tested by inter-laboratory evaluations.

General Requirements for PCR

Polymerase chain reaction is an extremely sensitive tech-

nique and is well known to be susceptible to cross-con-

tamination events within the laboratory and also to matrix

interferences causing PCR inhibition. Hence the potential

for both false positive and false negative results is well

documented. The application of PCR to food testing

requires significant investment by laboratories for both

staff and equipment to ensure that analysis can be per-

formed to a satisfactory standard. The standard requires
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laboratories to conduct PCR testing in a laboratory envi-

ronment consistent with internationally agreed guidance

(ISO 22174:2005). This has significant resource implica-

tions such as the need to physically separate pre- and post-

PCR activities to avoid cross-contamination. Laboratories

not conforming with the physical separation requirements

are likely to experience false positive test results at some

point. The International Standards Organisation (ISO) have

considered the laboratory and general testing requirements

for analysis of food samples using PCR-based methods

(ISO/DIS 22118, ISO 22174:2005, ISO 20837:2006, ISO

20838:2006). Compliance with the general ISO guidance is

considered as a prerequisite in the CEN standard method.

Virus Target

The principle viruses of concern internationally for bivalve

shellfish are norovirus and HAV. The overwhelming

majority of norovirus strains causing human infections are

classified into two genotypes; norovirus genogroup I (GI)

and norovirus genogroup II (GII). Both genogroups are

targeted as they are both responsible for human infection

and are both common contaminants of sewage-polluted

bivalve shellfish. In non-endemic areas HAV may be a

relatively rare contaminant in bivalve shellfish because of

low levels in the community. However, the disease is more

severe than norovirus and the consequences of an outbreak

can be dramatic (Conaty et al. 2000; Bosch et al. 2001;

Shieh et al. 2007). Thus, HAV is also targeted by the

standard.

Extraction Procedure

Viruses are present in bivalve shellfish at low to very low

levels compared with human clinical samples. However,

unlike most enteric bacteria causing food-poisoning,

enteric viruses can initiate an infection at very low levels;

the infectious dose for norovirus is generally accepted to be

around ten infectious particles. Thus, the low levels of

virus generally found in bivalve shellfish have been dem-

onstrated by several workers to pose a health risk (Bosch

et al. 1994; Sánchez et al. 2002; Le Guyader et al. 2003,

2006a). An additional complication is that the PCR is very

susceptible to food matrix inhibition causing false negative

reactions. This has been shown on numerous occasions to

be a particular problem with bivalve shellfish. Norovirus

and environmental strains of HAV cannot be routinely

grown in cell culture and thus biological amplification, a

potential solution to these problems, cannot be employed.

Consequently the matrix extraction procedure is critical

and methods must be able to recover low levels of

contaminating virus at a purity consistent with PCR

requirements (i.e. not inhibitory). Most methods in use

internationally now focus on the dissected bivalve diges-

tive diverticulum (digestive gland) as the starting material

for virus extraction. This organ has been shown to be the

focus of contamination within the bivalve (Metcalf et al.

1980; Romalde et al. 1994), and recent study suggests that

this may be due to specific receptors within the digestive

tissues (Le Guyader et al. 2006b). Digestive tissues com-

prise approximately 10% of the body mass of the bivalve

but contain the large majority of the contaminating virus.

Thus, targeting the digestive gland avoids the need to

process tissues containing little virus but, potentially, many

PCR inhibitors. This reduces processing time and aids both

sensitivity and the quality of the extract. There are

numerous publications detailing different approaches to the

treatment of bivalve digestive glands for release, concen-

tration and purification of virus. Two candidates in wide-

spread international use were selected by the TAG for

evaluation through an inter-laboratory ring trial. These

were the Baylor method (Atmar et al. 1995) and the pro-

teinase K digestion method (Jothikumar et al. 2005). Both

methods for processing digestive glands were found to

perform adequately in experienced hands; however, they

varied in their inter-laboratory robustness. A particular

problem experienced was that the more complex Baylor

method required higher levels of implementation commit-

ment, and generally, inexperienced laboratories struggled

to achieve satisfactory results. However, all laboratories

achieved adequate results with the simpler proteinase K

method. Consequently the proteinase K method of diges-

tive gland treatment was adopted for the standard. It

should, however, be noted that the digestive gland pro-

cessing is only a part of the Baylor method which also

incorporates further nucleic acid purification steps prior to

PCR. The need to establish a horizontal standard method

with common nucleic acid purification stages for all food

commodities, mitigated against testing of the full Baylor

procedure which focusses specifically on bivalve shellfish.

Nucleic Acid Purification

Following initial extraction of virus from bivalve tissues

most published methods require further stages of purification

and concentration of either intact virus or virus nucleic acid

prior to PCR. This stage is vital for both removal of PCR

inhibitors and concentration of virus template to achieve

sufficient sensitivity. Again many approaches to purification

and concentration have been detailed in the literature. For

compatibility across a wide range of food-stuffs the TAG

selected the widely used Boom method (Boom et al. 1990).

This method utilises guanidine isothiocyanate (GITC) to
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denature viral coat proteins in combination with silica par-

ticles to bind released nucleic acid, which is then purified

through successive washing stages before final elution in a

small volume. The Boom method was found to work well in

TAG inter-laboratory trials. The Boom method principles

are employed by a number of commercial kits for nucleic

acid extraction and cleanup. Quality assured commercial

reagents can improve intra-laboratory comparability through

removing a source of variability. However, CEN requires

that no one proprietory reagent or kit should be specified in

an international standard method. Therefore, throughout

development commercial systems have been incorporated

where possible but consideration has been given to the

availability of equivalent technologies from different sup-

pliers. For example several laboratories within the TAG have

found the magnetic silica approach to produce comparable

results in bivalve shellfish to the conventional Boom pro-

cedure (Green et al. 1998; Jothikumar et al. 2005) and it

offers improved method logistics and reproducibility. The

TAG proposes to use the commercial magnetic silica

approach for nucleic acid purification in the planned vali-

dation programme for the standard.

Reverse Transcription

Both HAV and norovirus are single-stranded RNA viruses

and, therefore, require reverse transcription prior to PCR. A

variety of formats of reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR)

have been used for this purpose by laboratories. Main vari-

ants include the use of either random hexamers or specific

primers for the RT stage, and the use of either a single

reaction mix containing both reverse transcriptase and Taq

polymerase to enable both RT and PCR stages to be carried

out successively in the same tube without needing to open the

tube in between (one-step), or separate reaction mixes for

each stage (two-step). Some laboratories in the TAG had

previously used a two-step approach with random hexamers

for the RT stage (Jothikumar et al. 2005; Flannery et al.

2009), whereas other had used a one-step procedure

(Costafreda et al. 2006; Loisy et al. 2005). An advantage of

random hexamers is the production of complementary DNA

(cDNA) for all RNA targets present. Thus, a single RT

reaction can produce a cDNA archive usable for all virus (or

other) targets that is also useable for sequencing other

regions of the virus genome for confirmation and strain

identification. However, this approach has disadvantages for

routine analysis since it uses several additional reagents,

introduces additional pipetting steps, with the potential for

contamination and complicates quantification. The TAG,

therefore, adopted the one-step approach using specific

primers in order to simplify the procedure as much as pos-

sible. Initial inter-laboratory evaluations using distributed

RNA (to eliminate extraction variability) showed that some

laboratories experienced difficulties with the one-step pro-

cedure for some targets (in particular norovirus GI). The

main problem appeared to be poor signal strength generation

during amplification at low template concentrations leading

to difficulty in result interpretation and poor sensitivity. This

issue was overcome by the use of one-step reverse tran-

scription enzymes specifically engineered for use with low

abundance targets. The standard requires reagents used for

one-step RT-PCR to be sufficiently sensitive for the detec-

tion of the levels of virus RNA typically found in virus-

contaminated foodstuffs.

PCR

Many published methods have used conventional PCR

giving qualitative results (Green et al. 1998; Le Guyader

et al. 2000; Formiga-Cruz et al. 2002; Atmar et al. 1995).

More recently real-time or quantitative PCR has been

developed as an extension of conventional PCR with sig-

nificant advantages for application to food monitoring. The

advantages of real-time PCR are that it is much less liable

to cause cross-contamination of subsequent samples since

tubes do not have to be opened after amplification; it is

significantly more efficient logistically; a confirmation step

is, with most chemistries, built into the procedure through

the use of labelled probes thus avoiding the need for con-

firmation of positives through sequencing; it is quantitative

and it is amenable to standardisation. Owing to these sig-

nificant advantages all recent methodological develop-

ments in this area have utilised TaqMan real-time PCR

(Jothikumar et al. 2005; Loisy et al. 2005; Costafreda et al.

2006), and real-time PCR is now generally regarded as the

methodology of choice. A number of laboratories in the

TAG have successfully employed TaqMan based real-time

PCR for testing bivalve molluscs for viruses. Initial dis-

cussion in the TAG examined the practicality of this

methodology for routine laboratories. However, the

reducing cost of instruments, the increasing availability of

platforms because of use for other types of testing and the

significant technical advantages over conventional PCR

were all factors in the decision to base the virus standard on

detection using real-time PCR. ISO have published general

requirements on the use of real-time PCR in food analysis

(ISO/DIS 22119) which covers the general principles and

practice of this methodology.

Primers and Probes

Polymerase chain reaction primers and probes need to be

cross-reactive across strains to ensure that the assay is
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capable of detecting the diversity of strains seen in field

samples. This is a particular problem for norovirus where

strain diversity is extremely high. Inappropriate choice of

PCR primers or probe will render an assay over selective

and prone to false negative results. Design and evaluation

of virus primers and probes requires specialist knowledge

and access to a wide diversity of characterised clinical

samples. It is thus difficult for food laboratories, in isola-

tion, to develop new PCR primers or probes. The standard

specifies the use of real-time TaqMan primers/probe for

HAV based on the highly conserved 50 non-coding region

(for example, those published by Costafreda et al. 2006).

The development of real-time PCR primers/probes for

norovirus has been a significant, and ongoing, technical

challenge. It is important to note that the diversity of

norovirus GI and GII strains dictates the need for separate

assays for these genogroups. A breakthrough occurred with

the publication by Kageyama et al. (2003) showing that the

ORF1–ORF2 junction region of the norovirus genome was

both highly conserved and suitable for real-time TaqMan

primer design. Most subsequent publications (Jothikumar

et al. 2005; Loisy et al. 2005; da Silva et al. 2007; Svraka

et al. 2007) have targeted this region with relatively minor

modifications of the original proposals, and this is the area

of choice identified by the TAG for the virus standard (Le

Guyader et al. 2009). However, it is recognised that food

testing laboratories need to remain alert to changes in

clinical prevalence of norovirus strains and thus the rele-

vance of their assay.

PCR Confirmation

The sequence diversity of noroviruses presents significant

technical challenges for the design of PCR primers capable

of reacting with all relevant clinical strains. An approach to

this problem is the introduction of nucleotide redundancies

at key positions to broaden the cross-reactivity. However,

this also increases the potential for non-specific amplifi-

cations causing false positive reactions. Previous

sequencing studies by TAG partners had demonstrated that

a small percentage of non-specific reactions can occur

using conventional PCR and therefore that an assay con-

firmation stage is important for specificity. An advantage of

real-time PCR is the incorporation in most chemistries

(including TaqMan) of additional sequence specific probes

within the assay thus providing in-built confirmation. To

evaluate specificity of the real-time PCR assay several

amplicons generated by the preferred TaqMan primers in

the chosen ORF1–ORF2 junction region were sequenced.

Amplicons (ten for norovirus GI and 14 for norovirus GII)

were selected from a range of environmentally contami-

nated shellfish samples. All amplicons were found to

contain norovirus specific sequence thus helping to confirm

the specificity of the approach adopted by the standard.

Controls

Given the need for a highly sensitive PCR to detect the low

levels of norovirus and HAV found in environmentally

contaminated samples, and the susceptibility of such a sen-

sitive PCR to cross-contamination (false positives) and also

matrix interferences (false negatives), it is critically impor-

tant to incorporate alongside each test sample batch an

appropriate suite of controls. The general internationally

agreed requirements for PCR controls for food testing are

given in ISO guidance (ISO 22174:2005). These are further

developed in the CEN standard for viruses in food which

currently incorporates the following controls: positive and

negative process controls; negative RNA extraction control;

positive RT-PCR and RT-PCR inhibition controls and neg-

ative and positive PCR controls. The positive process control

measures the recovery of virus during the whole extraction

and test procedure using a heterologous non-enveloped

positive-sense ssRNA virus spiked into the test sample and

assayed in parallel with the target viruses. The virus selected

as the process control should provide a good morphological

and physicochemical model for the targets and exhibit sim-

ilar environmental persistence, and thus should be extracted

in a similar way and to a comparable efficiency as the target.

Comparison of spiking material concentration and final

extract concentration by PCR determines the level of

acceptability of the recovery efficiency of the whole process.

The TAG has successfully tested the MC0 strain of Mengo

virus (a cardiovirus serologically related to encephalomyo-

carditis virus; Costafreda et al. 2006) in inter-laboratory

studies and proposes to use this process control for further

method validation practical work; however, the use of other

process control viruses is permitted by the standard provided

they fulfil the criteria outlined above. The use of a positive

process control gives information both about the suitability

of the extraction in general (reagent batches, operator tech-

nique, etc.) and also specific information about the success

in extraction of the test sample. The negative process control

is a known negative sample that is taken through the entire

extraction procedure and analysed. It is thus a check of the

entire extraction process for contamination. The negative

RNA extraction control on the other hand is an aliquot of

target-free water subjected to RNA extraction then analysed,

to control the RNA extraction portion of the process only.

The positive RT-PCR control checks the entire RT-PCR

reaction using an RNA template. The RT-PCR inhibition

control checks for potential matrix interference or signal

suppression (PCR inhibition) in the test sample. This control

generally takes the form of an external RNA template added
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to both an aliquot of the material under test and to a well

containing no test material. The difference between the

reactions is used to calculate the degree of signal suppression

(inhibition) caused by the test material. In the CEN standard

the RT-PCR control and the RT-PCR inhibition control are

combined through the use of external control RNAs (EC

RNAs) for each of the assays. Partners within the TAG have

developed a suite of plasmids engineered to include the

specific target regions for the chosen assays (norovirus GI,

norovirus GII, HAV). Purified plasmid DNA is utilised as the

positive PCR control (controlling only the PCR stage of the

RT-PCR reaction) and for quantification purposes; RNA

run-off transcripts from these plasmids are utilised as the

combined positive RT-PCR control and RT-PCR inhibition

control. Finally the negative PCR control is an aliquot of

target-free water subjected to RT-PCR to control for con-

tamination of the test reagents. Taken together these controls

generate data on the performance of all aspects of the assay

for each test and batch. The data can be utilised for either

qualitative or quantitative tests to determine the acceptability

of test performance. The suite of controls described covers

the key elements of the methodology known, or suspected, to

be problematical. The TAG has performed an inter-labora-

tory comparison using distributed RNA (to eliminate

extraction variability) to evaluate the performance of the

various reagents and control materials and all aspects have

been demonstrated to perform robustly. Currently, however,

there are little data available showing the value added by

each control during the routine application of a well-char-

acterised and standardised method. Further data are antici-

pated to be generated during the planned formal method

validation studies. The CEN standard will stipulate quality

assurance acceptance criteria for each of the above controls

which will determine the acceptability of each test and batch

run and the required frequency for running each control.

These values will be finalised following formal method

validation studies.

Quantitative versus Qualitative Standards

The requirement for quantitative or qualitative results

depends on the particular application. For example quali-

tative determination of the presence of virus contamination

on a food surface is sufficient to determine a risk relating to

food handling. For bivalve mollucs the frequent presence

of virus in samples (Lowther et al. 2008; Loisy et al. 2005;

Vilarino et al. 2009) and the possible linkage of virus levels

to risk (Lowther et al. 2010; Pintó et al. 2009) suggest a

quantitative assay would give valuable additional risk

management information although a qualitative method

may suffice for example in certain outbreak situations. The

TAG has developed a two-part standard covering both

quantitative determination and qualitative detection for use

depending on the particular application. The main differ-

ences relate to the controls and the calibration curves

required for determining virus template concentrations.

Calculation of Quantitative Results and Reporting

A difficulty with current laboratory reports for viruses in

bivalve molluscs is the problem of result comparison

between laboratories. Reports are generally qualitative

(presence or absence), or if performed using real-time PCR,

report arbitrary values such as threshold cycle (CT) values.

This arises because of the current inability to calibrate PCR

assays through the usual routes of either an external refer-

ence material (none are available) or an independent mea-

surement of virus titre through culture (norovirus cannot be

cultured). Thus, assays may be well standardised within a

laboratory, and capable of producing consistent and com-

parable results; however, currently it is very difficult to

compare results between laboratories without extensive

information about assay makeup (e.g. amount of material

tested) and performance (e.g. sensitivity). The CEN standard

addresses this problem by developing a quantitative

approach grounded in a plasmid DNA calibration curve for

each assay (norovirus GI, norovirus GII, HAV) with plasmid

DNA concentration measured using spectrometry at

260 nm. Results will thus be expressed in the standardised

form of detectable virus genome copies per gram of material

tested. Qualitative assays will report presence or absence

with reference to their limit of detection. The process control

and RT-PCR inhibition control provide information on the

efficiency of each test assay which can be used to ensure the

assay is performing within acceptable quality criteria. The

CEN standard contains provisional acceptable method per-

formance criteria for each matrix; however, it is anticipated

that these will be revised as more data become available

following validation studies.

Method Validation

EC Regulations expect a high level of quality assurance of

methods used for official control purposes. EU Regulation

882/2004 (Anon 2004b) details the requirements and they

can be summarised as follows: methods must either be

internationally recognised (for example be published as

ISO or CEN standard methods) or be the subject of single

laboratory validation and the method performance criteria

established, in compliance with Annex III of the regula-

tion. Annex III requires that methods of analysis must be

characterised according to the following criteria: linearity

and range; sensitivity; limit of detection; accuracy;
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recovery; precision and repeatability; limit of determina-

tion; measurement uncertainty; selectivity; reproducibility

(collaborative trial); applicability (matrix and concentra-

tion range); other criteria that may be selected as required.

A collaborative trial should be conducted in accordance

with internationally recognised protocols (e.g. ISO

16140:2003 or the IUPAC International Harmonised Pro-

tocol, Thompson et al. 2002) or, where performance cri-

teria have been established, be based on compliance

criteria tests. In situations where methods of analysis can

only be validated within a single laboratory then they

should be validated in accordance with the above inter-

national guidelines, or where performance criteria for

analytical tests have been established, be based on criteria

compliance tests. It is important to note that internationally

recognised methods for detection of viruses in bivalve

molluscs are not yet available from any source worldwide.

It should also be noted that, to our knowledge, no labo-

ratory has yet established full method performance char-

acteristics according to the above criteria. Following

standardisation the objective of the CEN TAG4 is to for-

mally validate the method according to the above

protocols.

Quality Assurance

Given the technical complexity in this area, and the

potential for both false positive and false negative results, it

is vital that laboratories endeavour to comply with inter-

nationally accepted quality assurance criteria. These

include the use of a standardised method (as described

above). For laboratories performing official control testing

under EU Regulation 882/2004 (Anon 2004b) accreditation

of their method to the ISO 17025 standard is also required.

The absence of external certified or even standardised

reference materials for viruses poses a major problem for

laboratories in ensuring traceability of assay measurements

to known reference values. Currently the CRL is devel-

oping stable reference materials with known reference

values for norovirus and HAV which may assist laborato-

ries towards inter-laboratory calibration. PT provides an

external assessment of laboratory and test performance

through blind analysis of samples distributed by a PT

scheme organiser. Results for all participants are reported

together to enable laboratories to compare their results both

with other laboratories and with the reference results pro-

vided by the scheme organiser. Given the technical diffi-

culties of testing bivalve shellfish for viruses, and the

absence of other means to ensure accuracy of test results,

the objective evidence provided by external PT is partic-

ularly important. The CRL runs an international PT scheme

for official testing laboratories (reports are available on

www.crlcefas.org).

Knowledge Gaps

Introduction of virus testing into food control legislation is

a major undertaking, and there still remain several impor-

tant knowledge gaps which need to be addressed prior to

such movements. A crucial element in more formalised use

of virus testing for official control monitoring and sur-

veillance would be a better understanding of appropriate

sampling strategies. Currently information on virus sam-

pling strategies is very limited. Data, for example, on the

distribution of contamination within bivalve molluscs

(between individuals, within batches, temporally and geo-

graphically within a production area) are necessary to

devise representative sampling strategies for harvesting

area or consignment testing. A more systematic approach

to surveillance of virus in production areas would consid-

erably assist management and interpretation of outbreak-

related incidents. A major result interpretation issue is that

it is not clear whether presence of virus genome, as

determined by PCR, correlates with presence of infectious

virus and thus human health risk. It is a possibility that, in

some cases, PCR may be detecting inactivated or non-

infectious virus. If virus presence were an infrequent

occurrence in bivalve shellfish this would not present a

significant practical problem. Unfortunately, however, this

does not appear to be the case. Various studies have shown

rather high rates of viral contamination of commercially

produced bivalve shellfish in a number of different counties

(Costantini et al. 2006; Cheng et al. 2005; Chironna et al.

2002; Formiga-Cruz et al. 2002; Nishida et al. 2003;

Boxman et al. 2006, Lowther et al. 2008) illustrating the

potential impact of viral monitoring. The prevalence of

norovirus positives from such studies exceeds our expec-

tation of likely disease burden based on human health

incidents reported. The possibilities are either that disease

reporting dramatically under estimates the actual disease

burden, that presence/absence PCR testing over estimates

the real risk—or a combination of both factors. A recent

study provides the first evidence that the infectious risk

posed by oysters may be related to the amount of norovirus

RNA that they contain (Lowther et al. 2010). Further epi-

demiological studies are required to further explore this

possibility and, if substantiated, to explore quantitative risk

thresholds. The availability of the CEN standard method is

critical to underpin such studies.
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